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1. (a) Consider the following sequence of steps used by the kernel to effect a context-switch from process

P to P ′.

1. Run the scheduling algorithm. Let P ′ be the selected process.

2. If P == P ′, goto 5.

3. Save context of P .

4. Restore context of P ′.

5. Return to user mode.

Now consider a context switch from process P ′′ to P . What problem arises if, in step 4, the

context of P is restored faithfully using exactly the values saved in step 3 during the switch from

P to P ′? Your answer should clearly explain what happens at the individual machine instruction

level.

(b) Explain what possible values can be returned by the fork, execve, and exit system calls. Your

answer should include information about what process(es) can access these return values.

(c) Suppose a user starts the Firefox browser by running $ firefox from the command prompt in

a terminal. While browsing, she clicks on a link to a PDF file, which is opened for viewing in a

document viewer program.

(i) Draw a diagram showing the parent-child relationship between the proc structures corre-

sponding to the terminal, browser and document viewer processes.

(ii) Explain how the diagram will change if the user now exits the browser.

[6+6+(2+4)=18]

2. Consider 3 processes, P0, P1 and P2, that are created in that order at almost the same time. Assume

that each of these processes has exactly 1 CPU burst (of duration d0, d1 and d2 resp.), and no I/O

bursts. Construct scenarios by choosing appropriate values of d0, d1 and d2 (≤ 10ms), and any other

parameter if necessary, such that

(a) TF = TR = Ts;

(b) TF > TR > Ts;

(c) TR > TF > Ts;

(d) TR > TF = Ts;

where TF , TS and TR are the average turnaround times for the 3 processes if they are scheduled using

the First Come First Served, Shortest Job First, and Round Robin scheduling algorithms. Justify your

answer in each case. [2+6+6+4=18]
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3. The following questions all pertain to version 2.6 of the Linux kernel.

(a) Explain clearly how the scheduler uses the static priority of a process.

(b) What are the ranges of static priority values assigned to conventional and real-time processes?

(c) Suppose you compile and execute the following program as an ordinary user. Assume that

get static prio() is a function that returns the static priority of the calling process. Explain

what output the program will produce.

int main() {

nice(-5);

printf("%d\n", get_static_prio());

nice(10);

printf("%d\n", get_static_prio());

return 0;

}

[5+2+5=12]

4. (a) Consider the following proposed solution to the 2-process Critical Section Problem (CSP).

1 shared char want[2] = {0,0};

2 shared int turn = 0;

3 P_i() // i == 0 or 1

4 { while (1) {

5 want[i] = 1;

6 while (want[j] && turn!=i);

7 critical_section();

8 want[i] = 0;

9 turn = j;

10 remainder_section();

11 }

12 }

Show that the above scheme does not guarantee mutual exclusion by constructing an appropriate

interleaved sequence of instructions executed by two processes P0 and P1.

(b) Suppose a processor provides a Swap(x,y) operation that interchanges the contents of two vari-

ables atomically. Show how you would use this to implement a solution to the n-process CSP that

satisfies the mutual exclusion, progress and bounded waiting properties.

[10+12=22]
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